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Working memory impairment is associated with symptom severity and poor functional outcome in autistic individuals, and yet the

neurobiology underlying such deficits is poorly understood. Neural oscillations are an area of investigation that can shed light on

this issue. Theta and alpha oscillations have been found consistently to support working memory in typically developing individu-

als and have also been shown to be functionally altered in people with autism. While there is evidence, largely from functional

magnetic resonance imaging studies, that neural processing underlying working memory is altered in autism, there remains a dearth

of information concerning how sub-processes supporting working memory (namely encoding, maintenance and recognition) are

impacted. In this study, we used magnetoencephalography to investigate inter-regional theta and alpha brain synchronization eli-

cited during the widely used one-back task across encoding, maintenance and recognition in 24 adults with autism and 30 controls.

While both groups performed comparably on the working-memory task, we found process- and frequency-specific differences in

networks recruited between groups. In the theta frequency band, both groups used similar networks during encoding and recogni-

tion, but different networks specifically during maintenance. In comparison, the two groups recruited distinct networks across

encoding, maintenance and recognition in alpha that showed little overlap. These differences may reflect a breakdown of coherent

theta and alpha synchronization that supports mnemonic functioning, or in the case of alpha, impaired inhibition of task-irrelevant

neural processing. Thus, these data provide evidence for specific theta and widespread alpha synchrony alterations in autism, and

underscore that a detailed examination of the sub-processes that comprise working memory is warranted for a complete under-

standing of cognitive impairment in this population.
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Abbreviations: DSC ¼ Dice similarity coefficient; MEG ¼ magnetoencephalography; NBS ¼ network-based statistics; SOG ¼
superior occipital gyri; SQUID ¼ superconducting quantum interference device; wPLI ¼ weighted phase lag index

Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (referred to hereafter as ‘aut-

ism’) is a neurodevelopmental disorder primarily charac-

terized by deficient social and communication ability as

well as restrictive and repetitive behaviours (American

Psychiatric Association, 2013). It is also associated with

certain cognitive deficits, including impairment of lan-

guage, mental flexibility and working memory, the latter

constituting the ability to maintain and/or manipulate in-

formation in mind over short periods of time (Baddeley,

2012; Kercood et al., 2014). Recently, there has been a

growing interest in understanding working memory cap-

acity in autism, due to its critical role in social cognition

and executive functioning, which are thought to contrib-

ute to the complex symptomatology observed in this

population (Barendse et al., 2013). Consistent with this,

working memory deficits are associated with symptom se-

verity and functional outcome in autism (Kercood et al.,

2014; Troyb et al., 2014; Leung et al., 2016).

In typical development, it is well-established that the at-

tentional and central executive functions that underlie

working memory are supported by frontal and parietal

regions of the brain (Owen et al., 2005; Chai et al.,

2018). There is also growing literature supporting the

critical role of neural oscillatory mechanisms to successful

working memory. Theta power sharply increases at the

beginning of a working memory task and persists

throughout, increasing with increasing working memory

load (Raghavachari et al., 2001; Jensen and Tesche,

2002). It is thought that theta is directly involved in

working memory maintenance, and entraining neurons to

this rhythm during retention has been shown to boost

memory across short delays (Albouy et al., 2017). Alpha

oscillations are also consistently observed during working

memory tasks. Some studies suggest that alpha plays a

direct role in cognitive processes underlying memory

maintenance (Herrmann et al., 2004; Palva and Palva,

2011; Fukuda et al., 2015), while others hypothesize that

alpha is involved in filtering distractors (Bonnefond and

Jensen, 2012) and inhibiting task-irrelevant brain regions

(Klimesch et al., 2007). While local alpha oscillatory ac-

tivity may generally subserve inhibition, long-range syn-

chronization is more precisely linked to task-relevant

neural processing (Klimesch et al., 2008; Palva and

Palva, 2011).

Comparably little research has interrogated the neural

substrates underlying working memory difficulties in aut-

ism, although the supporting neurobiology may be differ-

ent. Studies utilizing functional magnetic resonance

imaging indicate altered frontal and parietal lobe activity

in autism compared to controls (Luna et al., 2002;

Koshino et al., 2005, 2008), reduced load-dependent

modulation of these regions (Vogan et al., 2014, 2018,

2019) and reduced functional connectivity and efficiency

within the frontoparietal control network during working

memory tasks (Solomon et al., 2009; Barendse et al.,

2018). Other studies have shown decreased engagement

of frontal–temporal (Koshino et al., 2008; Urbain et al.,

2016) and corticostriatal neural networks (Braden et al.,

2017), and increased engagement of regions that are not

typically associated with working memory (Koshino

et al., 2008). Of the three studies that have directly

examined neural oscillatory activity during working mem-

ory in autism, two studies with children indicated

reduced inter-regional phase synchronization in the alpha

frequency in frontotemporal networks (Urbain et al.,

2016), as well as altered activity in frontal, insular, med-

ial temporal and parietal regions compared to controls

during successful recognition of stimuli (Urbain et al.,

2015). Recently, Larrain-Valenzuela et al. (2017) found

that adults with autism did not exhibit the same paramet-

ric modulation during working memory maintenance evi-

dent in controls—which consisted of alpha power in

occipital regions, and theta power in prefrontal regions—

in response to increasing memory load. Intriguingly,
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neural differences during working memory tasks are often

found despite comparable working memory performance

between autism and control groups (Koshino et al., 2005,

2008; Urbain et al., 2015, 2016). It is thought that such

network alterations in autism may reflect inadequate or

possibly compensatory neural strategies that are able to

support working memory function under low (Rane

et al., 2015; Johnson, 2017; Pillai et al., 2018), but not

high cognitive load (Rahko et al., 2016; Barendse et al.,

2018; Vogan et al., 2018).

While there is considerable evidence that working mem-

ory as a whole is affected in autism, it is important to

appreciate that working memory is not a uniform pro-

cess. It has long been understood that working memory

can be subdivided into at least three components: encod-

ing of initial information, maintaining that information

over a short delay and retrieving or recognizing those

items (Baddeley, 2012). While encoding and recognition

are shared components with long-term memory processes

(which have been found to have different neurobiological

underpinnings in those with autism: Greimel et al., 2012;

Gaigg et al., 2015; Cooper et al., 2017a, b), maintenance

is unique to working memory. The relative contribution

of each of these to working memory deficits in autism is

unknown, largely because the majority of studies used

block-design functional magnetic resonance imaging tasks,

precluding a detailed examination of the underlying

working memory subcomponents. Neurophysiological

technologies are far better adapted for these detailed

analyses. Concordantly, an electroencephalography study

examined the three sub-components of working memory

and found an impairment of alpha and theta power

modulation in adults with autism with working memory

load, specifically during the maintenance interval of their

modified Sternberg task, and not during encoding or rec-

ognition (Larrain-Valenzuela et al., 2017).

While power and activation are aspects of neural sig-

nals that warrant exploration, autism is increasingly

being considered a network disorder (Kana et al., 2011;

Watanabe and Rees, 2016; Yerys et al., 2017), and no

study to date has examined phase synchrony in autism

compared to controls during encoding in the course of a

working memory task, in isolation or alongside mainten-

ance and recognition. Magnetoencephalography (MEG)

has the ability to explore these questions with direct

measures of neuronal activity with excellent temporal and

good spatial resolution, utilizing the prevailing working

memory task in the neuroimaging literature: the n-back

task. Thus, we investigated inter-regional brain synchron-

ization elicited during working memory processing across

encoding, maintenance and recognition in adults with

and without autism during a one-back task. We focused

on theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–14 Hz) frequencies due

to their consistent involvement in working memory with

typical development, and also because lower frequencies

are involved in long-range neural communication shown

to be impacted in autism (Schipul et al., 2011; Just et al.,

2012). We hypothesized that given the low-load nature

of the one-back task, adults with autism may perform

comparably to typical adults at the behavioural level

(Urbain et al., 2015, 2016), but long-range connectivity

involving slow oscillations would differ between groups.

Given that studies of long-term memory indicate relative-

ly intact encoding and impaired retrieval processes in aut-

ism (Cooper et al., 2017a, b), we expected to see

comparable encoding networks between those with and

without autism, but altered maintenance (Larrain-

Valenzuela et al., 2017) and recognition processing

(Urbain et al., 2015, 2016), involving altered long-range

fronto-posterior synchrony.

Materials and methods

Participants

Thirty-two adults with high-functioning autism, and 33

typically developing controls were recruited. To address

confounds of motion and poor task performance on

results, four participants with autism were excluded from

the analysis for performing the task at chance level

(<50% hits–false alarms), and four were excluded due to

excessive head motion. In the case of excessive head mo-

tion, all trials with mean head position deviating more

than 5 mm from the recording median were rejected (as

detailed below), and subjects with <30 trials remaining

were excluded. The present sample therefore consisted of

24 adults with high-functioning autism (15 males, 9

females, 18–39 years), and 30 controls (22 males, 8

females, 18–39 years). The groups were matched for age

[autism: M¼ 28.20, SD¼ 6.59, controls: M¼ 27.61,

SD¼ 5.23; t(52) ¼ 0.37, P¼ 0.71], sex [v2(1) ¼ 0.31,

P¼ 0.58] and intelligence quotient [autism: M¼ 111.22,

SD¼ 15.47, controls: M¼ 112.07, SD¼ 8.45, t(51) ¼
�0.26, P¼ 0.8]. Participants had no history of traumatic

brain injury, prematurity (i.e. born �37 weeks gestational

age), and had no magnetic resonance imaging or MEG

contraindications. Controls additionally had no history of

developmental, neurological or psychological disorders.

All participants had normal/corrected vision, and no col-

our blindness. Within the autism group, 52% were taking

a variety of psychoactive medications (a full list of medi-

cations can be found in the Supplementary material), as

is typical for this population. Clinical diagnosis of autism

was confirmed via a combination of expert clinical judge-

ment, clinical records and scores on the autism diagnostic

observation schedule (Lord et al., 2012). Specifically,

every participant either self-reported or provided docu-

mentation confirming diagnosis of autism by a clinician.

Autism diagnostic observation schedule scores were used

to confirm the diagnosis, administered by trained

researchers or clinical staff. If a participant self-reported

their diagnosis, a report from the clinician verifying clin-

ical diagnosis of autism was requested and received. To
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avoid selection bias, participants contacted the study co-

ordinator via information received from recruitment flyers

posted online and in the community, affiliated hospitals

and other research studies in which they were participat-

ing. Experimental procedures were approved by the

Research Ethics Board at the Hospital for Sick Children,

and all participants gave informed written consent.

MEG task and procedure

A one-back task with complex multi-coloured abstract

images was used to assess working memory processes.

Participants were instructed to press a key when they

identified the repetition of a picture presented one trial

earlier (Fig. 1A). Stimuli appeared on a screen located

80 cm from the participant; the visual angle of the stimuli

subtended �4�. Each picture was presented for 200 ms,

followed by a fixation cross with an inter-stimulus inter-

val between 1050 and 1300 ms. We presented 285 trials,

190 of which were ‘New’ (the first presentation of a

stimulus), and 95 of which were ‘Repeat’ target trials (se-

cond presentation of the stimulus). The one-back task is

considered a low-load working memory task, often

affording comparable behavioural performance between

autism and control groups (Koshino et al., 2005, 2008;

Urbain et al., 2015, 2016) and therefore allowing com-

mensurate statistical power between groups with which

to examine neural underpinnings supporting good per-

formance. In addition, we were interested in memory

maintenance afforded by the one-back task unimpeded by

interfering trials and higher-order executive processes that

occur in higher-load versions of the task. Accuracy scores

were calculated for each participant as the per cent of

correctly identified Repeated targets minus incorrect en-

dorsement of New trials as old (%hits–false alarms), and

mean reaction time was calculated for correct recognition

of Repeat trials for each subject.

Data acquisition

MEG data were recorded using a MEG scanner with 151

axial gradiometers (Omega-151; CTF, Coquitlam, BC,

Canada) in a magnetically shielded room at the Hospital

for Sick Children (sampling rate: 600 Hz, filters: 0–150

Hz, third-order spatial gradient noise cancellation). Head

position was continuously recorded by coils placed on

three fiducial points on the subject’s head (nasion, left

and right pre-auricular points). After the MEG session,

T1-weighted MRI scans were acquired in all participants

on a Siemens 3T system; fiducial points from the MEG

session were recorded on MRI images to allow precise

MEG/MRI co-registration.

Preprocessing

Preprocessing and connectivity analyses were performed

using MATLAB (R2015a), Fieldtrip (version 8a6e5206),

Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12) software and in-

house scripts. MEG analyses were only conducted on tri-

als (New/Repeat) associated with correctly recognized

Repeat stimuli. MEG data were acquired at 600 Hz with

continuous head localization and synthetic third order

gradient for spatial attention of environmental noise.

Data were imported into MATLAB with a 1–80 Hz

fourth order two-pass butterworth bandpass filter and

60 Hz and harmonics line noise notch filter. We focused

our analyses on theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–14 Hz) due

to strong hypotheses from the literature regarding the

specific roles of these oscillations in mnemonic processing

(Klimesch et al., 2008; Sauseng et al., 2009; Fell and

Axmacher, 2011), and given that these lower frequencies

support long-range neural communication which has pro-

ven to be impacted in autism (Schipul et al., 2011; Just

et al., 2012). The time series for each trial (New; Repeat)

was split into four epochs (Fig. 1B) of equal length repre-

senting baseline (New or Repeat: �450 to �50 ms),

encoding (New: þ50 to þ450 ms), maintenance (New:

þ450 to þ850 ms) and recognition (Repeat: þ50 to

þ450 ms). A ‘no-maintenance’ epoch was also defined

(Repeat: þ450 to þ850 ms) as a control of equal time

and length for the maintenance epoch, where no mainten-

ance processes were expected to occur. We extended our

epochs beyond stimulus offset to capture early mnemonic

processes that occur in the absence of direct visual proc-

essing. Since we did not want our results to be biased

based on the number of samples included in each epoch,

Figure 1 One-back memory task and epoch definition.

(A) Subjects viewed abstract visual images one at a time and

pressed a button when they identified the repetition of an image

presented one trial earlier. (B) The time series for each trial was

split into several epochs of equal length representing baseline,

encoding, maintenance, recognition and no-maintenance memory

conditions.
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we divided the trials into equal baseline, encoding, main-

tenance and recognition epochs of arbitrary but equal

length (400 ms), where encoding/recognition epochs cap-

ture early processing and maintenance/no maintenance

epochs capture late processing within a given trial. To re-

move artefacts, we identified and removed superconduct-

ing quantum interference device jumps from the data and

performed manual-independent component analysis rejec-

tion of cardiac and ocular components. Epochs contami-

nated by motion (>5 mm) were excluded from the

analyses. Forty-six participants had epochs removed (23

autism, 23 controls), leaving 75% of trials remaining in

all cases (of those with trials removed, autism: M¼ 97%

retained, SD¼ 3%, range¼ 87–99%; controls: M¼ 97%

retained, SD¼ 5%, range¼ 75–99%).

MEG data were co-registered with each participant’s

MRI image and single shell head models were con-

structed (Nolte, 2003). MRIs were then normalized into

standard Montreal Neurological Institute space. The coor-

dinates of 90 seed locations (Supplementary Table 1) rep-

resenting the cortical and subcortical areas from the

automated anatomical labelling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer

et al., 2002) were then warped from standard Montreal

Neurological Institute space into each individual

headspace.

For each subject, a linearly constrained minimum vari-

ance beamformer (Van Veen et al., 1997) was used to es-

timate the broadband time-series for each trial and

source location representing the activity of each of the 90

automated anatomical labelling sources. The beamformer

technique is a spatial filtering approach to MEG inverse

source modelling that relies on a minimization of total

brain power, while being optimally sensitive to activity in

a given brain location (each of the 90 seed locations).

This results in the suppression of background noise

(Brookes et al., 2011), and ocular, cardiac and muscle

artefact (Muthukumaraswamy, 2013). The linearly con-

strained minimum variance beamformer was run with

5% regularization and covariance matrices calculated on

processed epochs.

Functional connectivity analysis

The time-series for each automated anatomical labelling

seed region were filtered into canonical frequency bands:

theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–14 Hz). A Hilbert transform

was applied to the filtered time-series to extract instant-

aneous phase at each frequency band and time point

(from each of the four epochs). The weighted phase lag

index (wPLI) was used to compute phase synchrony be-

tween all pairwise combinations of the automated ana-

tomical labelling nodes, resulting in a 90 � 90

connectivity matrix for each subject, at each time point,

for each frequency. The wPLI provides values ranging

from 0 (no phase locking, random phase difference) to 1

(maximum phase locking, constant phase difference); and

is based on the magnitude of the imaginary component

of the cross-spectrum (Vinck et al., 2011). To avoid

spurious correlations or artefactual noise, wPLI assumes

that true phase synchrony between two source-pairs

should possess a consistent, non-zero phase difference

(Vinck et al., 2011). The wPLI values were Z-scored,

subtracting the baseline mean from the entire time series

then dividing by baseline variance. Within each frequency

band of interest we averaged wPLI values over epochs

(Z-scored encoding, maintenance, recognition) within

each subject.

Network identification

We used network-based statistics (NBS; Zalesky et al.,

2010) to contrast connectivity for the active window>ba-

seline for each memory condition (encoding/maintenance/

recognition), within groups (autism/control) and fre-

quency band (theta/alpha). NBS uses mass univariate

methods to apply a test statistic to every connection in

the network (a t-value in this study). Connections that

survive a chosen test statistic threshold are used to iden-

tify topological clusters—non-random networks/compo-

nents that might be rejected if considered on the basis of

each individual connection alone. P-values for each com-

ponent are derived with permutation tests (see Zalesky

et al., 2010 for methodological details). In this study, we

used a breadth search of topological space. As an adap-

tive threshold as suggested by Zalesky et al. (2010), for

each contrast, we iteratively identified the t-threshold for

a network sparsity of 1% of the total 90 � 90 node con-

nectivity matrices (�40 edges). This network-selection

procedure allowed us to retain a single network for each

memory condition and group. In total, six networks were

selected, per frequency band, for further analysis (autism/

control, Encoding/Maintenance/Recognition networks). To

visualize the relative contribution of each node within the

resulting networks, we calculated node strength—a graph

theoretical metric calculated by taking the sum of all

edges connected to a node, wherein nodes with greater

strength have stronger and/or more numerous connections

within the network. The resulting networks with corre-

sponding node strengths were plotted using BrainNet

Viewer (Xia et al., 2013).

Between-group network analyses

Between-group statistics were computed using mean network

connectivity scores. These scores were calculated for each sub-

ject (within frequency band) by masking each subject’s con-

nectivity during encoding, maintenance, recognition and no-

maintenance epochs with corresponding group-level autism

and control networks (as derived from the NBS analysis

above) and taking the average. Specifically, network connect-

ivity of each subject during encoding and recognition epochs

were masked with the autism and control Encoding and

Recognition networks, while connectivity during maintenance

and no-maintenance were masked with the autism and
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control Maintenance networks (see Supplementary Fig. 1).

Our aim with this analysis was to compare network syn-

chrony during the same time windows where the only differ-

ence was if the stimulus was New or Repeated. With this

approach, we determined the degree to which a given group-

level network was recruited for each subject within an epoch,

with the expectation that stronger phase synchrony within a

network would reflect stronger presence of that network. We

determined the extent to which every participant leveraged

the group-level autism or control networks during encoding,

maintenance and recognition epochs for both New and

Repeat stimuli, resulting in 12 mean network scores per

subject.

Finally, we directly quantified the spatial similarity of

autism versus control networks within encoding, mainten-

ance and recognition for both frequencies with the Dice

similarity coefficient (DSC; Dice, 1945; Sørensen, 1948),

as defined with the following equation:

Dice similarity coefficient ¼ 2 �
P

N1 � N2ð Þ
P

N1þ N2ð Þ :

In this study, N1 and N2 represent binarized matrices

for each network to be compared. DSCs range from 0

(no spatial overlap) to 1 (complete spatial overlap). Thus,

lower numbers reflect spatially unique networks and

higher numbers reflecting greater spatial overlap between

two networks. This metric measures spatial overlap be-

tween the edges of the two networks, and not the over-

lap of nodes. Two networks can have nodes in common,

but if connectivity of those nodes differ, the Dice coeffi-

cient can still be zero. Thus, we interrogated the degree

to which individuals with autism were using spatially

similar networks to controls during each memory stage.

Statistical analyses

Statistical comparisons of the data were performed using

RStudio (version 1.0.136, 2016) and MATLAB (R2015a).

Demographic and behavioural differences between autism

and control groups were analysed with two-tailed inde-

pendent-samples t-tests and Chi-square tests. Group-level

network identification with NBS was defined using per-

mutation testing (active>baseline, n¼ 2000) and Family-

Wise Error corrected P-values of <0.05. We adjusted the

P-values for the 12 identified networks using the false

discovery rate method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995)

across group and frequency to minimize the possibility of

false positives at this identification step. Significant group

differences (autism versus controls) in network recruit-

ment were tested using two-way permutation tests

(group � stimulus type, n¼ 10 000) within each epoch.

We used Still and White’s (1981) approach to estimate

P-values for the interaction effect between group and

condition, and Anderson’s (2001) approach to calculate

the main effects. Alpha was always set to 0.05, and

P-values for these permutation tests were additionally

false discovery rate corrected across group and frequency

band to account for multiple comparisons (Benjamini and

Hochberg, 1995).

Data availability

Data are available upon request.

Results

Behavioural performance

There were no group differences in %hits–false alarms

[autism: M¼ 90%, SD¼ 9%, control: M¼ 92%,

SD¼ 10%, t(52) ¼ �0.53, P¼ 0.60] or reaction time for

hits [Supplementary Fig. 2, autism: M¼ 480 ms, SD¼ 80

ms, control: M¼ 440 ms, SD¼ 80 ms, t(52) ¼ 1.61,

P¼ 0.11]; both groups performed well on the task.

Theta network connectivity

Encoding

Both the theta Encoding network for controls (40 edges,

t¼ 3.4, P< 0.001, Fig. 2A) and those with autism (40

edges, t¼ 3.0, P< 0.001, Fig. 2B) were strongly anchored

in primary visual areas, with the cuneus and superior oc-

cipital gyri (SOG) demonstrating the greatest strength. In

controls, these areas were connected to bilateral medial

parietal, inferior temporal and midline motor structures

(see Supplementary Table 2C, for a full list of nodes/

strength in this network). In subjects with autism, this

profile additionally included lateral parietal and right-lat-

eralized frontal nodes (Supplementary Table 2D).

Permutation testing of mean connectivity of the control

Encoding network as applied to each group (controls/aut-

ism) and condition (New/Repeat) during the encoding/rec-

ognition epoch (40–450 ms) revealed a main effect of

condition [F(1,104) ¼ 8.84, P¼ 0.007], with greater con-

nectivity during the presentation of New (M¼ 2.06,

SD¼ 1.35) than Repeat stimuli (M¼ 1.41, SD¼ 1.03).

There was no main effect of group [F(1,104) ¼ 0.83,

P¼ 0.404], and no interaction between group and condi-

tion [F(1,104) ¼ 2.24, P¼ 0.168]. For the Encoding net-

work in autism, permutation tests indicated main effects

of group [F(1,104) ¼ 5.43, P¼ 0.028] and condition

[F(1,104) ¼ 10.89, P¼ 0.004], with greater connectivity

within the autism group (M¼ 1.34, SD¼ 0.90) than the

control group (M¼ 1.16, SD¼ 0.90), as well as during

the presentation of New (M¼ 1.51, SD¼ 0.90) compared

to Repeat trials (M¼ 0.97, SD¼ 0.82). There was no

interaction between group and condition [F(1,104)¼0.05,

P¼ 0.87].

Differences in main effects found between these net-

works likely stems from differences in node recruitment

(30 nodes recruited in the autism network and 23 in the

control network) despite equivalent network size (40

edges). However, the lack of an interaction between

group and condition within each network indicates that
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these networks were not specific to group and condition.

Consistent with this, the networks showed some spatial

overlap (DSC¼ 0.36), indicating that the two groups

were using partially overlapping networks to encode.

Maintenance

The Maintenance network in theta for controls (35

edges, t¼ 2.8, P< 0.001, Fig. 2C) was strongly anch-

ored in the right inferior parietal lobule, and was

mainly connected to medial parietal and primary oc-

cipital regions. The nodes with the second and third

greatest strength were left calcarine sulcus and right

inferior occipital regions respectively, both of which

demonstrated local connections to other occipital

nodes, as well as longer-range connections to parietal

and frontal nodes. Also of note, the right temporal

pole and right medial temporal lobe demonstrated

connectivity with several dorsolateral and ventrolateral

prefrontal cortex regions, mainly in the right hemi-

sphere (Supplementary Table 3C). Permutation testing of

mean connectivity of this network as applied to each group

(controls/autism) and condition (New/Repeat) during the

maintenance/no maintenance epoch (450–850 ms) showed

main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 11.72, P¼ 0.004] and

condition [F(1,104) ¼ 9.13, P¼ 0.006], due to greater

connectivity within the control (M¼ 0.81, SD¼ 0.62)

than the autism group (M¼ 0.35, SD¼ 0.36), as well as

to New (M¼ 0.73, SD¼ 0.57) compared to Repeat stim-

uli (M¼ 0.48, SD¼ 0.54). There was a group by condi-

tion interaction [F(1,104) ¼ 15.11, P< 0.001] driven by

greater connectivity of this network within the control

group following New stimuli (control New: M¼ 1.09,

SD¼ 0.44; control Repeat: M¼ 0.53, SD¼ 0.64; autism

New: M¼ 0.24, SD¼ 0.31; autism Repeat: M¼ 0.42,

SD¼ 0.36).

Figure 2 Network connectivity results within theta. (A) Encoding network in controls, (B) encoding network in autism, (C) maintenance

network in controls, (D) maintenance network in autism, (E) recognition network in controls, (F) recognition network in autism. P-values under

each brain represent statistical probability of the given group-level network during active windows compared to baseline, as calculated with NBS.

The relative strength of each node within a network is plotted by size, wherein nodes with the greatest strength are relatively larger. Violin plots

describe the distribution of mean connectivity within each network for individuals in each group (light blue: control subjects; dark blue: subjects

with autism) and condition (during the presentation of New or Repeat stimuli), where the black dot represents the mean and the blue dot

represents the median of each distribution. P-values on each violin plot represent statistical probability of a group by condition interaction of

mean network connectivity as assessed by permutation testing (see Results section for main effects). IOG: inferior occipital gyrus; IPL: inferior

parietal lobule; MTG: medial temporal gyrus; SOG: superior occipital gyrus.
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The Maintenance network in the autism group (56

edges, t¼ 2.7, P< 0.001, Fig. 2D) had the greatest node

strength in the left inferior occipital gyrus, followed by

the right middle temporal and the right angular gyri.

This network was strikingly characterized by interhemi-

spheric connections, particularly dominant between par-

ietal and temporal lobes, with generally greater strength

in the right hemisphere (Supplementary Table 3D).

Permutation testing of mean connectivity of this network

as applied to each group (controls/autism) and condition

(New/Repeat) during the maintenance/no maintenance

epoch (450–850 ms) revealed a main effect of group

[F(1,104) ¼ 17.74, P< 0.001], with greater connectivity

within the autism (M¼ 0.92, SD¼ 0.62) than control

group (M¼ 0.53, SD¼ 0.54). There was no effect of con-

dition [F(1,104) ¼ 1.50 P¼ 0.267], but there was an

interaction between group and condition [F(1,104) ¼
13.81, P< 0.001], driven by connectivity within the aut-

ism group following the presentation of New stimuli (aut-

ism New: M¼ 1.31, SD¼ 0.36; autism Repeat: M¼ 0.50,

SD¼ 0.50; control New: M¼ 0.34, SD¼ 0.37; control

Repeat: M¼ 0.71, SD¼ 0.62). There was no group spa-

tial overlap between Maintenance networks in theta

(DSC¼ 0), indicating that each group used a distinct net-

work within theta during the successful maintenance of

novel stimuli.

Recognition

The Recognition networks in theta for controls (41 edges,

t¼ 3.1, P< 0.001, Fig. 2E) and autism (43 edges, t¼ 2.8,

P< 0.001, Fig. 2F) were strongly anchored in primary

visual areas (left SOG and right cuneus), with connec-

tions to parietal, right temporal and frontal areas

(Supplementary Table 4C and D). Within the Recognition

network in autism there were additionally connections be-

tween the left pallidum and right temporal areas. There

were no main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 3.00,

P¼ 0.103] or condition [F(1,104) ¼ 0.18, P¼ 0.709]

within the control’s Recognition network as applied to

the encoding/recognition epoch (50–450 ms), and no

interaction between group and condition [F(1,104) ¼
0.01, P¼ 0.92]. Similarly, there were no significant main

effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 1.17, P¼ 0.315] or condi-

tion [F(1,104) ¼ 2.30, P¼ 0.161] on mean connectivity

in the Recognition network for the autism group, nor did

these two interact reliably [F(1,104) ¼ 4.63, P¼ 0.053].

Concurrently, there was some spatial overlap between the

two networks (DSC¼ 0.27), demonstrating that the rec-

ognition networks were not specific to group or

condition.

Alpha network connectivity

Encoding

The Encoding network in the alpha frequency for con-

trols (38 edges, t¼ 2.6, P< 0.001, Fig. 3A) was anchored

in primary visual areas (right calcarine sulcus, left cuneus)

and was characterized by long-range connections to par-

ietal, temporal, frontal and subcortical nodes

(Supplementary Table 2A). Of interest, there was a group

of well-connected nodes in the right dorsolateral prefront-

al cortex, as well as several connected nodes in the left

ventral and anterior temporal lobe. Permutation testing

revealed main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 14.02

P< 0.001] and condition [F(1,104) ¼ 23.22, P< 0.001],

with greater connectivity of this network within the con-

trol (M¼ 0.57, SD¼ 0.57) than the autism group

(M¼ 0.18, SD¼ 0.39), and during the presentation of

New stimuli (M¼ 0.59, SD¼ 0.61) compared to

Repeated (M¼ 0.21, SD¼ 0.36) during the encoding/rec-

ognition epoch (50–450 ms). There was additionally an

interaction between group and condition [F(1,104) ¼
14.85, P< 0.001], driven by strong connectivity in the

control group during the presentation of New stimuli spe-

cifically (control New: M¼ 0.93, SD¼ 0.51; control

Repeat: M¼ 0.21, SD¼ 0.37, autism New: M¼ 0.17,

SD¼ 0.43, autism Repeat: M¼ 0.20, SD¼ 0.36).

In comparison, the Encoding network in alpha for the

autism group (35 edges, t¼ 2.5, P¼ 0.022, Fig. 3B) was

anchored in the left anterior cingulate, exhibiting connect-

ivity with the left rectus, left amygdala, left inferior par-

ietal lobe and right primary visual areas. Notably this

network was also characterized by long-range connections

from primary visual areas to right dorsolateral and

ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and right posterior tem-

poral cortex (Supplementary Table 2B). Permutation test-

ing indicated main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 6.99,

P¼ 0.015] and condition [F(1,104) ¼ 8.77, P¼ 0.009],

with greater connectivity within the autism (M¼ 0.60,

SD¼ 0.55) than the control group (M¼ 0.26, SD¼ 0.41),

and during the presentation of New stimuli (M¼ 0.56,

SD¼ 0.59) than Repeat (M¼ 0.26, SD¼ 0.36) during the

encoding/recognition epoch (50–450 m). There was add-

itionally an interaction between group and condition

[F(1,104) ¼ 9.64, P¼ 0.004], indicating that these main

effects were largely driven by strong connectivity of this

network in autism during the presentation of New stimuli

(autism New: M¼ 0.96, SD¼ 0.48; autism Repeat:

M¼ 0.23, SD¼ 0.32; control New: M¼ 0.22, SD¼ 0.43,

control Repeat: M¼ 0.30, SD¼ 0.40). The Dice coeffi-

cient for these two networks indicated no spatial overlap

(DSC¼ 0). Thus, within the alpha frequency band, con-

trols and participants with autism utilized different net-

works to encode novel stimuli.

Maintenance

The Maintenance network for controls in alpha (36

edges, t¼ 2.5, P¼ 0.02, Fig. 3C) was characterized by

relatively high node strength in the right ventrolateral

prefrontal cortex, with connections to left anterior tem-

poral, right occipital and bilateral frontal nodes. The

node with the second greatest strength was the post-cen-

tral gyrus, with connections to nearby parietal and front-

al areas, as well as to the left hippocampus and left
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subcortical nodes. The node with the third greatest

strength was the left hippocampus, which was connected

to temporal cortex nodes bilaterally, as well as midline

frontal nodes on the right, the right post-central gyrus,

left putamen and left pallidum (Supplementary Table 3A).

Permutation testing revealed main effects of group [F(1,104)

¼ 7.82, P¼ 0.007] and condition [F(1,104) ¼ 22.75,

P< 0.001], with greater connectivity of this network in

controls (M¼ 0.56, SD¼ 0.48) than participants with aut-

ism (M¼ 0.33, SD¼ 0.29), and following presentation of

New stimuli (M¼ 0.62, SD¼ 0.47) than Repeat stimuli

(M¼ 0.30, SD¼ 0.30) during the maintenance/no main-

tenance epoch (450–850 ms). An interaction between

group and condition [F(1,104) ¼ 6.38, P¼ 0.017] indi-

cated that these effects were driven by connectivity within

the control group following New stimuli (control New:

M¼ 0.82, SD¼ 0.48; control Repeat: M¼ 0.31,

SD¼ 0.33; autism New: M¼ 0.36, SD¼ 0.32; autism

Repeat: M¼ 0.28, SD¼ 0.27).

The Maintenance network in alpha for the autism

group (54 edges, t¼ 2.5, P< 0.001, Fig. 3D) was more

disperse by comparison. The node with the greatest

strength was the left precuneus which was primarily con-

nected to subcortical nodes, followed by the right post-

central gyrus with widespread connectivity to parietal,

frontal, temporal and occipital regions. This network was

additionally characterized by many frontal nodes with

widespread connections throughout the brain

(Supplementary Table 3B). Permutation testing indicated

main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 8.24, P¼ 0.007] and

condition [F(1,104) ¼ 31.02, P< 0.001], with greater

connectivity of this network within the autism group

(M¼ 0.54, SD¼ 0.46) than the control group (M¼ 0.22,

SD¼ 0.33), following presentation of New (M¼ 0.56,

SD¼ 0.47) than Repeat stimuli (M¼ 0.16, SD¼ 0.24). In

addition, there was a group by condition interaction

[F(1,104) ¼ 10.86, P¼ 0.003], which showed that these

effects were driven by greater mean connectivity in the

Figure 3 Network connectivity results within alpha. (A) Encoding network in controls, (B) encoding network in autism, (C) maintenance

network in controls, (D) maintenance network in autism, (E) recognition network in controls, (F) recognition network in autism. P-values under

each brain represent statistical probability of the given group-level network during active windows compared to baseline, as calculated with NBS.

The relative strength of each node within a network is plotted by size, wherein nodes with the greatest strength are relatively larger. Violin plots

describe the distribution of mean connectivity within each network for individuals in each group (light blue: control subjects; dark blue: subjects

with autism) and condition (during the presentation of New or Repeat stimuli), where the black dot represents the mean and the blue dot

represents the median of each distribution. P-values on each violin plot represent statistical probability of a group by condition interaction of

mean network connectivity as assessed by permutation testing (see Results section for main effects). ACC: anterior cingulate cortex; IFG:

inferior frontal gyrus; SMA: supplementary motor area; SOG: superior occipital gyrus.
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autism group following the presentation of New stimuli

(M¼ 0.94, SD¼ 0.27) compared to Repeat stimuli

(M¼ 0.14, SD¼ 0.18), or either stimulus type in the con-

trol group (New: M¼ 0.26, SD¼ 0.37; Repeat: M¼ 0.18,

SD¼ 0.29). There was very little spatial overlap between

control and autism Maintenance networks (DSC ¼ 0.05).

Together these findings indicate that within the alpha fre-

quency, the two groups used separate networks to retain

novel images in memory.

Recognition

Within the Recognition network in alpha in controls (48

edges, t¼ 2.5, P¼ 0.005, Fig. 3E), the right supplemen-

tary motor area had the greatest node strength, with dis-

perse connections to frontal, parietal, visual and

subcortical areas. Visual areas such as the left lingual

gyrus and SOG also demonstrated high node strength,

with local connections to other occipital nodes as well as

long-range connections to parietal, temporal and frontal

nodes (Supplementary Table 4A). Permutation testing

revealed main effects of group [F(1,104) ¼ 8.28,

P¼ 0.006] and condition [F(1,104) ¼ 31.37, P< 0.001],

with greater connectivity in the control (M¼ 0.51,

SD¼ 0.51) than the autism group (M¼ 0.25, SD¼ 0.38),

and for presentation of Repeat (M¼ 0.60, SD¼ 0.47)

than New stimuli (M¼ 0.20, SD¼ 0.38) during the

encoding/recognition epoch (50–450 ms). There was a

group by condition interaction [F(1,104) ¼ 11.31,

P< 0.001], indicating greatest connectivity in the control

group to Repeat stimuli specifically (control Repeat:

M¼ 0.87, SD¼ 0.39; control New: M¼ 0.15, SD¼ 0.31;

autism Repeat: M¼ 0.25, SD¼ 0.30; autism New:

M¼ 0.22, SD¼ 0.42).

In contrast, the Recognition network in the autism

group in alpha (133 edges, t¼ 2.0, P¼ 0.046, Fig. 3F)

was quite disperse, being much larger than the other net-

works (there were no smaller networks across thresholds).

The right SOG had the greatest strength, followed by the

left lingual gyrus and the left superior parietal lobule, all

of which had diffuse short- and long-range connections

throughout the brain (Supplementary Table 4B).

Permutation testing indicated main effects of group

[F(1,104) ¼ 13.93 P< 0.001] and condition [F(1,104) ¼
16.15, P< 0.001], with greater mean connectivity in the

autism (M¼ 0.50, SD¼ 0.34) than the control group

(M¼ 0.21, SD¼ 0.27), to Repeat (M¼ 0.46, SD¼ 0.36)

compared to New stimuli (M¼ 0.22, SD¼ 0.26). A group

by condition interaction [F(1,104) ¼ 21.51, P< 0.001]

demonstrated that it was connectivity within the autism

group to Repeat stimuli that drove these effects (autism

Repeat: M¼ 0.77, SD¼ 0.22; autism New: M¼ 0.24,

SD¼ 0.22; control Repeat: M¼ 0.21, SD¼ 0.24; control

New: M¼ 0.20, SD¼ 0.30). Again, there was little spatial

overlap between control and autism Recognition net-

works (DSC¼ 0.03). All together these findings showed

that each group used different networks during the suc-

cessful recognition of Repeat stimuli.

Post hoc spectral power analysis

As group differences in network synchrony may be

related to group differences in brain signal other than

phase-locked activity, such as evoked or induced oscilla-

tory power (Sato et al., 2018), we examined differences

in raw spectral power between our groups and conditions

to determine if network differences between groups and

conditions reflect true differences in phase synchrony, or

rather if they reflect changes within the signal power

spectrum. Spectral power estimates (averaged across tri-

als, and relative to baseline) were computed for each

node within a given network for each subject using a

short-time Fourier transform (250 sample/416 ms

Hamming sliding window, from �0.5 to 1.0 s in 5 ms

increments, resulting in a frequency resolution of 2.4 Hz).

We averaged spectral power across nodes within a given

network to create average time-frequency decompositions

of the raw signal for each of the 12 networks for each

subject and condition (note that this means that the time-

frequency decomposition included both evoked and

induced activity in response to the stimulus). Time-fre-

quency decompositions were averaged and plotted within

each group (autism/control) and condition (new/repeat)

for each network for visualization purposes. We focused

on the theta and alpha bands to confirm the presence of

oscillatory activity at these frequencies and to determine

that changes in power spectra alone do not wholly ac-

count for our connectivity findings. Visual inspection of

time-frequency representations (Supplementary Figs 3–6)

revealed that peak spectral power appeared to be in

alpha for most of the networks. To test for differences in

spectral power between groups and conditions that may

be impacting connectivity, we compared the mean spec-

tral power for each group and condition within a given

network in an analysis identical to that which we used to

test for differences in network synchrony (taking the

mean across the same time-windows and frequency bands

as used in the connectivity analysis). While there was

generally greater power for repeat stimuli than new stim-

uli, we found no group differences in power in any of

the networks, for either frequency band (Supplementary

Fig. 7), and no interactions between group and condition.

These results indicate that while there are oscillations at

the relevant frequencies, changes within the signal power

spectrum were not driving differences in phase synchrony

between groups.

Discussion
We examined neural phase synchrony in adults with aut-

ism and controls as they encoded, maintained and recog-

nized patterns in a working memory task. We focused on

theta and alpha frequencies due to their established in-

volvement in working memory processes (Palva and

Palva, 2007; Klimesch et al., 2008), and because these

frequencies support long-range neural communication
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that is impacted in autism (Schipul et al., 2011; Just

et al., 2012). Behaviourally, participants with autism per-

formed comparably to age-matched controls on the task.

Both groups used similar networks in theta to encode

and recognize visual stimuli. However, those with autism

were using different networks to maintain the stimuli

across a short delay, consisting largely of interhemi-

spheric connections rather than the long-range anterior–

posterior pattern observed in controls. In contrast, the

groups exploited distinct networks in the alpha frequency

across encoding, maintenance and recognition. Of note,

adults with autism showed less connectivity from the

right lateral prefrontal cortex during encoding, weaker

left medial temporal and right inferior frontal gyrus in-

volvement during maintenance and were using quite dis-

perse networks during the successful recognition of

maintained stimuli. DSCs indicated very little spatial

overlap of networks between groups, such that even

when the same nodes were active in those with autism

and controls, they were synchronized with different brain

regions. Spectral power was comparable between the two

groups within each network, indicating that brain activity

other than phase synchrony was not driving group differ-

ences that we found in phase synchrony.

While we observed abnormal frontal and parietal lobe

synchrony in this study (extending functional magnetic

resonance imaging research highlighting altered activity in

these regions: Koshino et al., 2005, 2008), it is clear that

altered network functioning was much more global, con-

sistent with the view that autism is a network disorder

characterized by abnormal differentiation of complex net-

works that underlie cognition (Belmonte et al., 2004;

Frith, 2004; Geschwind and Levitt, 2007; Minshew and

Williams, 2007; Anagnostou and Taylor, 2011). The ob-

servation of fewer long-range anterior–posterior connec-

tions in autism during maintenance of stimuli in theta is

consistent with a large body of functional magnetic res-

onance imaging work demonstrating anterior–posterior

underconnectivity in this population (for reviews: Schipul

et al., 2011; Just et al., 2012). Long-range synchroniza-

tion and local amplitude modulations support working

memory maintenance in typical adults (Sauseng et al.,
2005; Palva et al., 2010, 2011), and are thought to es-

tablish transient neural communication in the service of

information transfer across distributed working memory

networks (Fell and Axmacher, 2011). High-level cognitive

processes rely on optimal configuration of such networks

to allow for the efficient transfer of information (Bassett

et al., 2009; Kitzbichler et al., 2011; Just et al., 2012),

and it follows that altered networks in autism may be

sub-optimal. In this study, we did not observe a working

memory deficit despite differences in network configur-

ation. It is likely that the one-back was too easy for this

sample of high-functioning adults (indeed task perform-

ance was 90%þ in both groups), therefore not sensitive

to behavioural deficit. However, comparable behavioural

performance affords comparable number of trials and

statistical power across groups in which to examine neur-

al differences supporting performance. Other studies have

also found that altered networks, while able to support

working memory to a comparable degree as controls in

some instances (Koshino et al., 2005, 2008; Urbain et al.,
2015, 2016), are less well-equipped when taxed with

higher task demands (Rahko et al., 2016; Barendse et al.,

2018; Vogan et al., 2018). It is also possible that altered

autism networks reflect compensatory neural strategies

that are able to support working memory functioning, at

least under conditions of low cognitive load (Rane et al.,
2015; Johnson, 2017; Pillai et al., 2018).

Our findings further indicate that network configur-

ation in theta and alpha frequencies are differentially

altered in autism depending on if they are encoding,

maintaining or recognizing visual stimuli. We observed

group differences in network connectivity within theta ex-

clusively during memory maintenance, but globally

throughout encoding, maintenance and recognition within

alpha. It is understood that theta subserves working

memory maintenance typically utilizing frontal, parietal

and occipital sites (Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Scheeringa

et al., 2009; Michels et al., 2010). It has been suggested

that theta plays an integrative role during working mem-

ory, wherein phase coding supports integration of item-

level information into working memory representations in

a bottom-up manner, while inter-regional theta synchron-

ization coordinates the brain regions necessary for item

manipulation (Sauseng et al., 2010). Our study suggests

that encoding and recognition processes in autism may be

relatively intact in theta, but are altered once theta is

maintaining memory without direct visual input. This

finding is in line with a deficit of inter-regional theta

rhythmicity that fails to support item maintenance, rather

than a deficit of bottom-up processing per se. This is not

to say that bottom-up processing is unimpaired in people

with autism. We only investigated the strongest connec-

tions available, and cannot rule out differences in sub-

threshold connections, especially given that encoding and

recognition in theta were strongly dominated by visual

processing. Autism has recently been conceived of as a

deficit of sensory processing, possibly due to impaired

GABAergic signalling that may influence higher order so-

cial and cognitive deficits (Robertson and Baron-Cohen,

2017). Given the link between GABA function and

gamma band neural synchrony (Muthukumaraswamy

et al., 2009; Gonzalez-Burgos et al., 2011), a detailed

examination of gamma activity would likely be better

suited to answer this question.

Within alpha, globally observed network alterations

may reflect a lack of inhibition of task-irrelevant proc-

esses, as others have suggested (Klimesch et al., 2007). If

alpha is failing to inhibit task-irrelevant neural processing

in those with autism then we would not expect this dys-

function to be specific to a given sub-process of working

memory—rather, the effect should be relatively inclusive.

While alpha amplitude is related to inhibition during
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working memory (Varela et al., 2001), it is long-range in-

ter-regional phase synchronization that subserves core

working memory processing (Sauseng et al., 2005;

Klimesch et al., 2007; Freunberger et al., 2009). Studies

of phase latency shifts in alpha have spurred the hypoth-

esis that prefrontal alpha rhythmicity serves as a neural

mechanism of top-down modulation of lower level pos-

terior processes (Sauseng et al., 2005; Palva and Palva,

2007). In this context, our results could reflect a break-

down of coherent long-range alpha synchronization that

supports such mnemonic processing and control

(Klimesch et al., 2008; Palva and Palva, 2011). Alpha’s

influence, however, can also be quite local. A recent

study of visual processing in autism showed gamma-

mediated feed-forward connectivity in the visual cortex

(from V1 to V4) to a comparable degree in subjects with

autism and controls, while alpha-mediated feedback in

connectivity (from V4 to V1) was reduced in autism

(Seymour et al., 2019). The authors reasoned that visual

processing in autism is less modulated by alpha-mediated

contextual feedback.

We showed for the first time that adults with autism

utilize different networks in alpha during encoding of to-

be-maintained stimuli in a working memory task. While

typically overlooked in studies of working memory,

encoding is commonly considered relatively intact in aut-

ism in long-term memory investigations, as providing

cues or other supports for retrieval mitigates impaired

memory (Bowler et al., 2004; Crane et al., 2013; Maras

et al., 2013). This suggests that the memories have been

encoded and stored and that the issue is retrieving them.

However, it has been argued that memory impairment

observed in autism has more to do with cognitive control

(Solomon et al., 2016) and task support (Bowler et al.,

2004) than mnemonic encoding and retrieval processes

per se. If this is the case then one might expect encoding

to be impaired under situations of high cognitive control

demands. There is evidence that people with autism have

difficulty initiating strategic encoding processes (Meyer

et al., 2014) and organizing to-be-learned information

(Bowler et al., 2008; Gaigg et al., 2008). Furthermore,

cognitive control processes that are thought to subserve

episodic memory are superintended by the lateral pre-

frontal cortices (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2006, 2007;

Blumenfeld et al., 2011). Activity in these regions is atte-

nuated in autism during encoding and does not predict

subsequent memory unlike in controls (Greimel et al.,

2012; Gaigg et al., 2015; Cooper et al., 2017b). The fact

that working memory maintenance inherently requires

some degree of cognitive control could be one reason

why altered functioning is more consistently found during

this component of working memory, and it is quite pos-

sible that the degree to which encoding and retrieval are

impacted depends on task demands.

This study is not without limitations. As with much

autism research, our sample was limited to high-function-

ing adults. More research is required to determine if our

results are applicable to those who are more severely

affected. Larger sample sizes are needed to assess the rep-

licability and generalizability of these results. This study

did not control for differences in medications for each

group, and it is unclear how medication use in autism

may affect these results. Given that we found no differen-

ces in working memory capacity between groups, further

work is needed to understand the broader implications of

these findings both cognitively and clinically. While the

connectivity metric that we chose (wPLI) is advantageous

at avoiding spurious correlations due to volume conduc-

tion or artefactual noise (Vinck et al., 2011), it does have

lower test re-test reliability compared to imaginary coher-

ence and amplitude envelope correlation metrics

(Colclough et al., 2016). We also used three equal length

windows to try to capture distinct stages of mnemonic

processing, but future studies could use other options to

determine more nuanced effects. In addition, mean con-

nectivity of the networks in the alpha band was also rela-

tively low (�1 Z-score from the mean), and it is unclear

if this reflects low connectivity across the network or ra-

ther the average of strong positive and negative connec-

tions. While we have characterized the identified

networks spatially and in terms of mean connectivity and

strength, these measures do not inform more nuanced

aspects of network dynamics such as characterization of

positive and negative network weights or temporal dy-

namics within a given network. Finally, the networks

described here are not isolated mnemonic networks, but

include visual, attentional and executive processes—all of

which are important for working memory. We argue that

a holistic picture of broad network functioning subserv-

ing cognition is a valuable approach given observed defi-

cits across multiple cognitive domains in autism, but

more work is needed to parse the contribution of each of

these areas to working memory functioning.
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